Pre/Post for Scientific Inquiry Project

Name: Simon  Grade: 5  Date: 5-13-13

1. What does it mean to "do science"?

To "do science" is to do experiments with chemicals.

2. What do scientists do?

Scientists do experiments and do projects to prove things wrong or right.

3. What are your thoughts/feelings about science?

My thoughts and feelings about science is that it is wonderful and I feel excited to do science.

4. When you think about a scientist, what image comes to your mind?

The image that comes to my mind is a lab coat and crazy hair.

5. Do you think you can do science? Explain your answer.

Yes, I love to do science and I can't wait.
Pre/Post for Scientific Inquiry Project

Name: Simon  Grade: 5  Date: 5.29.13

1. What does it mean to ‘do science’?
   To do science is to do experiments and to find out about testable questions.

2. What do scientists do?
   Test things until you find a correct answer.

3. What are your thoughts/feelings about science?
   I love science because I experiment with stuff. I think science is cool.

4. When you think about a scientist, what image comes to your mind?
   Lab coat, puffed up hair, goggles and creepy lab.

5. Do you think you can do science? Explain your answer.
   Yes because I know some things about science and I enjoy doing fun science activities.
Students rating Water Quality Project for helping you learn

1 not helpful! 2 a little bit helpful 3 helpful 4 very helpful 5 Wow!

Comment: “I learn about the school water and other sites.”

Students rating Water Quality Project for level of enjoyment

1 not fun! 2 a little bit fun 3 fun 4 very fun 5 Wow!

Comment: “I enjoyed it.”

Students rating Melissa Miller’s visit to our classroom

1 not fun! 2 a little bit fun 3 fun 4 very fun 5 Wow!

Comment: “I learned new stuff about the sea otters.”